
The boy spins his skinny body lazily around the brass pole which
juts phallically up through the cramped wooden booth. He is clad
only in underwear, his creamy ten-year-old skin a pale canvas

freckled with red splotches of light that bounce off the mirrored
disco ball. The priest crouches in the dark on the other side of a
small grated window, straining to see the boy’s every move. Although
the pumping anal-piston sound of British Trance music rumbles
inside the small wooden booth, it is barely audible throughout the
rest of the church.

After the requisite three songs are finished, the red light goes off and the
priest declares that all the boy’s sins are forgiven. The boy gathers his clothes
and leaves. The priest waits a minute, then does the same.

The priest’s name is Father Brad Chomenstein, and he’s been shepherding
the flock at the Saint Scrotus School for Boys in Tillamook since 1984. It was
only recently, claims the tall, shifty, baldheaded Chomenstein, that God presented
him with a “vision” that inspired him to construct his first-of-its-kind “erotic
lingerie modeling confession booth for boys,” which resembles a standard ‘jack
shack’ except for the fact that
it’s in a church and is intended
to be used exclusively by
prepubescent males. “The
Lord knows it gets lonely for
me out here on the Coast teaching at an all-boy school, so he entered my
bedroom one warm summer night with some surprisingly bawdy, yet tasteful,
ideas for what eventually became my erotic modeling confessional booth for
boys,” Chomenstein tells me as we walk barefoot in a field of daffodils near his
church. “The Lord said, ‘Brad, my son, thou hast been living a chaste life devoid
of carnal pleasures. Thou knowest that the body is the Temple of the Holy
Ghost, so why dost thou not erect a shrine so that thou mayest pay tribute to the
supple little Temples of the youngest lambs within mine flock?’”

"You mean God really talks like that?” I ask him, “with the King James Bible
shit like ‘thou mayest’ and ‘why dost thou not’?”

“Yeah,” Chomenstein says. “It’s awesome!”

“I’VE BEEN DANCING FOR FATHER CHOMENSTEIN for almost a year now,”
says “Li’l” Davey Geary, a student at Saint Scrotus who Chomenstein claims is his
“absolute favorite confession-booth boy.” Chomenstein describes Geary as “a so-so
student with a wonderful smile and a grace not unlike that of a salamander.”
Geary views his role as erotic confessional-booth dancer much more pragmati-
cally: “The way I see it, I’d rather dance to three songs in my underwear than say a
dozen Hail Marys. It’s easier, and I walk out of that booth with my sins cleansed.
Sometimes he even lets me play my own music in the booth,” claims Geary, adding
that his favorite music artists are P. Diddy and Kid Rock.

“THERE’S NOTHING WRONG with an erotic lingerie-modeling booth for
boys,” insists Father Ignatius Rectalopagus, a professional Catholic scholar and
Chief Rector of the rectory at Saint Prostatus Church in McMinnville. “The Holy
Bible, as well as apostolic tradition, is explicit on this matter—there is ABSOLUTELY
NO prohibition on underwear-clad boys dancing for the pleasure of priests in
the confessional. This practice is forbidden NOWHERE in Holy Scripture or
Papal decrees.”

“Yes,” I challenge him, “but neither does the Bible explicitly forbid people to
download pictures of naked boys from the Internet.”

“You’re right, sir,” Rectalopagus says, his beard-fringed, vulva-like lips pursed
into a smile. “The Lord allows us some mighty big loopholes, doesn’t he?”

“I’D LOVE TO
NAIL HIM on sex
charges,” says Portland
police officer Frank Rhino,
“but technically, Father
Chomenstein’s not doing any-
thing illegal. The boys don’t get
totally naked. He’s not touching
them. There’s no force involved
or threats made—the boys can
leave the booth any time they
want. Plus, there’s the legal
matter of priest-client confiden-
tiality. Since we’re not permitted into the church to do surveillance and witness
the act as it’s happening, we’d have trouble convicting him even if he were
committing crimes. Young boys are notoriously unreliable witnesses. I mean,
they lie about me all the time!”

“I’D LIKE TO CRUSH CHOMENSTEIN’S BALLS under a pile-driver,” says
Tex “Itchy” Geary, father of “Li’l” Davey Geary, the boy who is currently
Chomenstein’s favorite sin-confessor/erotic dancer. “I’d like to take a pair of
tweezers and pluck every hair from Chomenstein’s body one at a time and watch
him scream in pain while I laugh. I’d like to shove a red-hot iron rod up his ass
and videotape it, then make him watch the videotape. I’d like to slowly make cut
marks all over his body with a straight razor and then pour a bucket of rubbing
alcohol on him while I recited the 23rd Psalm. I’d like to cut off his dick and
balls, make him eat them, wait until he shits them out, and make him eat the
shit that’s composed of the dick and balls he ate, and THEN eat THAT shit when
it comes through again. I’d like to force him to watch kiddie porn and then
smash his genitals with a mallet every time he starts to get excited, and then
make him lick up the blood that splurts out of his little dick every time I hit him
with the mallet. A modeling booth for boys—what kind of a SICK MIND would
think of such a thing?” ✗

WHAT IS THIS “HERBAL DATE-RAPE DRUG” I KEEP HEARING ABOUT, DOCTOR?
I’m glad you asked. The “herbal date-rape drug” refers to a simple herb
named rohydra, which grows naturally throughout the Northwest. Just as
ephedra is an herb which forms the organic basis of methamphetamines (i.e.,
“speed” or “crank”), pharmacists use the herb rohydra to derive a compound
called rohypnol, which in pill form is called “the date-rape drug.” In short,
the herbal date-rape drug rohydra is merely the natural source for the phar-
maceutical date-rape drug rohypnol. Only it’s herbal.

WHAT IS A “SMOOFIE?”
“Smoofie” is street slang used by certain elements of the criminal underworld
who traffic in the illicit sale of rohydra, a k a “the herbal date-rape drug.” The
word “smoofie” refers to a cigarette or marijuana joint which has been “laced”
with rohydra. Those of the criminal ilk often refer to the pill form of the date-
rape drug rohypnol as a “roofie.” By melding of the words “smokeable” and
“roofie,” we arrive at the term “smoofie.”

HOW DOES A “SMOOFIE” DIFFER FROM A “ROOFIE?”
A “roofie,” as I just stated and which you would have known had you been
paying attention, is the PILL form of the date-rape drug. Roofies are typically
dissolved into the victim’s drink when she isn’t looking. A “smoofie,” on the
other hand, is smoked. You smoke a smoofie. It is often slipped surrep-
titiously into a tobacco cigarette or a marijua-
na joint and then unknowingly inhaled by
the victim.

HOW CAN I TELL IF SOMEONE HAS SLIPPED ME
A “SMOOFIE”?

It’s hard to tell, and that’s why this drug is so
dangerous. Royhdra is tasteless and odorless.
A tiny pinch of rohydra rolled into a joint of
dank skunk bud is enough to knock Shaquille
O’Neal on his ass for six hours.

IF THAT’S THE CASE, HOW DO I
PROTECT MYSELF FROM SMOKING
A “SMOOFIE”?
My simple advice would be, “Roll your
own.” Roll your own joints and smoke
your own cigarettes. That’s the easiest

anti-smoofie step you could take.

WHAT IF I ROLL MY OWN, BUT MY
DEALER LACED MY 40-SACK WITH
ROHYDRA BECAUSE HE’S BEEN ITCHIN’

TO GET IN MY PANTS?
I hadn’t considered that. Really, I
mean it—that’s a really good question.

ARE THERE ANY DANGEROUS
SIDE-EFFECTS THAT RESULT FROM
SMOKING A “SMOOFIE”?
Apart from getting raped, no.
Rohydra actually provides a strong,
pleasant buzz with little in the way of
reported hangovers or adverse health
effects. Smoked in high quantities, it
induces ecstatic hallucinations and
epic dreams in the user. It’s not
addictive, and it’s impossible to over-
dose. The main drawback is that the

shit is so good, it flattens you on your back pretty much instantly after you
exhale the smoke, rendering it easier for people to rape you and stuff like that,
which, as I pointed out earlier, is wrong.

HOW DO WE EDUCATE PEOPLE ABOUT THE DANGERS OF “SMOOFIES”?
I’ve started an ad campaign whose slogan is “Don’t Be Goofy—Don’t Smoke a
Smoofie!” We’ve been hitting a lot of local high schools with a life-sized cos-
tumed character called the Smoofasaurus, who lectures these teenaged kids,
who are at their most impressionable, tender, and firm-bodied age, about the
perils of smoofie-smoking.

HOW MANY RAPES HAVE OCCURRED FROM SMOOFIE-SMOKING?
The estimates
range anywhere
from a few dozen
to over one hun-
dred million.
We’ve just discov-
ered the smoofie, so the data isn’t as precise as we’d like it to be. It’s too early
to tell how many forced sexual penetrations this drug has enabled. It’s hard to
get my finger firmly placed on exactly how many smoofie-rapes there have
been. But I want to make it clear that even one smoofie-rape is too many. 

WHERE CAN I BUY
A“SMOOFIE”?
I don’t think that’s an
appropriate question. ✗

ABOVE: Pictures of an herb called
Rohydra, known as “the
herbal date-rape drug.”
Rohydra is the herbal analogue to
Rohypnol, a pill which gained
fame as “the date-rape drug.”
Sex offenders and other thrill-
seekers will often mix some
Rohydra into a cigarette or joint
of marijuana, which is given to
their intended prey, who are
rendered unconscious within
ten minutes of smoking
a “smoofie.”

Because of the herbal
date-rape drug,
women are cautioned
from accepting cigarettes
or joints from strange
men. What seems like an

innocent smoke might be a
“smoofie,” and it might lead to trouble.
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TOP LEFT: The controversial “erotic
lingerie modeling booth for boys,”
a traditional Catholic confessional
which Father Brad Chomenstein has
refitted with red lights, a brass pole,
a disco ball, a paper-towel rack, a
framed photo of a boy in underwear,
and a state-of-the-art stereo system.

LEFT: Father Ignatius Rectalopagus, a
Catholic scholar who says Father
Chomenstein’s booth violates no
church or biblical laws.

BELOW: Father Chomenstein and
“Li’l” Davey Geary, who confesses
his sins at least twice a week in
Chomenstein’s booth.


